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The emergence of a new class of optically polarizable electronic spins in diamond, nitrogen vacancy (NV)
defect centers, has opened interesting new avenues for dynamic nuclear polarization. Here we review
methods for the room-temperature hyperpolarization of lattice 13C nuclei using optically pumped NV
centers, focusing particular attention to a polarization transfer via rotating-frame level anti-crossings.
We describe special features of this optical dynamic nuclear polarization (DNP) mechanism at low-
field, in particular, its deployability to randomly oriented diamond nanoparticles. In addition, we detail
methods for indirectly obtaining high-resolution NV ESR spectra via hyperpolarization readout. These
mechanistic features provide perspectives for interesting new applications exploiting the optically gen-
erated 13C hyperpolarization.

� 2021 Published by Elsevier Inc.
1. Introduction further T1q > 1s. It is attractive to consider these coherent nuclei,
The nitrogen vacancy (NV) center in diamond [1–3], a spin-1
paramagnetic defect, has emerged as an attractive platform for
optical dynamic nuclear polarization (DNP). It hosts a highly coher-
ent electronic spin, with coherence times > T2e � 100ns, and can
be optically polarized with modest optical powers
(K1mW=NV=ls) even at room temperature and Earth’s magnetic
field [4]. NV centers can be created in the lattice through electron
irradiation and annealing; the diamond host materials could either
be single-crystals or nanoparticles (50 nm- 200lm in size) (see
Fig. 1). The ‘‘deployability” of these nanodiamond particulate mate-
rials, and their high surface area (>50 m2/g) make them com-
pelling as DNP agents that could be harnessed for the spin
polarization of molecules brought in contact with them; a broad
effort is underway to realize this goal [5–12].

While the NV electrons possess excellent spin properties for
DNP, they are typically present at relatively low lattice concentra-
tions (<5 ppm), and are ill-behaved extremely close (K2 nm) to
the diamond surfaces. The 13C nuclei in the diamond lattice, how-
ever, arise naturally at 104 � 106 concentrations. They have long
coherence times (T�

2n > 1ms), and lifetimes (T1nJ10 min [13,14]),
even when enriched to high concentrations. Under appropriate
dynamical decoupling the rotating frame lifetimes can be extended
especially when enriched, as a relay medium to transfer polariza-
tion to external molecules tethered to the diamond surface
[7,11,15].

In this paper, we review optical DNP methods for the low-field
hyperpolarization of 13C nuclei via NV centers; an important first
step towards relayed DNP applications. Even just coaxing high
optical 13C polarization in diamond particles opens interesting
new opportunities. The generated hyperpolarization is at
optically-defined spatial resolution, can be continuously replen-
ished, and can be generated at relatively low-cost since the need
for cryogenic environments and high magnetic fields is mitigated.
There are at least three complimentary mechanisms by which
polarization can be induced in the 13C nuclear medium, employing
lab-frame or rotating frame level anti-crossings (LACs) between
the electron and nuclear spins. This is accomplished exploiting (i)
special field values � 510G, 1020G that are natural NV-13C LACs
[6,16,17], or employing (ii) microwave (MW) sweeps [11,18] or
(iii) field sweeps [19]. These approaches proceed via complemen-
tary mechanisms, either involving the P1 centers (substitutional
Nitrogen impurities) or via directly through NV-13C hyperfine cou-
plings; each method has specific implementational advantages. In
this paper, we focus particular attention to the MW-sweep medi-
ated technique [11,18] given advantages in being completely inde-
pendent of diamond crystallite orientation, allowing the
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Fig. 1. Optical 13C hyperpolarization in diamond. (A) DNP protocol consists of continuous laser illumination and concomitant swept microwave (MW) irradiation at low field
(schematically displayed). The sample is subsequently shuttled to high field where the 13C nuclear FIDs are measured. (B) Typical hyperpolarization in 200lm diamond powder
at 36mT (red line) [23]. Inset (i): Thermally polarized 13C NMR signal at 7T (blue line). DNP polarization is enhanced �720 times over 7T, corresponding to a �1% level.
Polarization builds up in �40s of optical pumping, typically limited by 13C T1n at the polarization field. Inset (ii):Microparticles employed in these measurements. (C) Example
diamond sample micrographs, showing particles at sizes 100 nm, 10lm and 200lm, and single-crystals. DNP enhancement factors generally improve with particle size.
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hyperpolarization of bulk nanodiamond particles. This enables
exploiting the high 13C polarization levels as a resource, along with
opportunities afforded by their nanoparticle form-factor [20–22].

2. Hamiltonian

DNP is predicated on special features of the Nitrogen vacancy
(NV) electron, which has a Hamiltonian in a magnetic field,

HNV ¼ DS2z þ ceBpol � S
!
; ð1Þ

where S are spin-1 Pauli operators, D ¼ 2:87GHz is the zero field
splitting, Bpol is the applied bias magnetic field at which hyperpolar-
ization is performed (Bpol <100mT), ẑ is the direction of the N-to-V
axis in the lattice, and h ¼ cos�1 Bpol � ẑ=Bpol

� �
direction with respect

to the applied field. The orientation dependence of the Hamiltonian
is therefore implicit in Eq. (1). We restrict our attention here to NV
centers in the negatively charged state NV�. Optical pumping at
modest powers (< 1mW) polarizes the NV center in < 1ls into
the ms ¼ 0 state, driven by a non-unitary process via state selective
branching through a non-radiative singlet in the excited state [24].
The optically generated polarization can now be harnessed via
coherent transfer to 13C nuclear spin states in the pseudo two-
level systems constituted by either of the ms ¼ 0;�1f g NV mani-
folds [8,9].

A key advantage of the microwave (MW) mediated DNP proto-
col is its ability to contend with the wide electronic (ESR) spectra
typical of NV centers in randomly oriented diamond particles
[25,10]. Indeed, in this case, all possible orientations h are possible
in Eq. (1), manifesting in an orientationally (inhomogeneously)
broadened NV electronic (ESR) spectrum with linewidth
B >1 GHz even at modest fields, Bpol �0.3T. Other DNP protocols
are better conditioned to single-crystal samples [6,16,17,26]. There
are then only four classes of NV center orientations (along lattice
[111] directions), and the homogeneous NV ESR spectral width
(B �10 MHz) is far narrower, determined predominantly by cou-
plings to the 13C nuclear bath and lattice crystal strain (see Fig. 3B).

NV centers couple to the lattice spin-1/2 13C nuclei via
hyperfine interactions, in general represented by the tensor A.
The Hamiltonian of the combined NV-13C system can be written
as,

H ¼ HNV þHn þHen þHnn ; ð2Þ
2

where, the nuclear Zeeman term Hn ¼ xL
P

jIjz, and we define the
Larmor frequency xL ¼ cnBpol, where cn � 1:07kHz/G is the 13C
magnetogyric ratio. The third term denotes the electron-nuclear

hyperfine coupling, Hen ¼
P

j S
!

� Aj � I
!

j, and the strongest (first
shell) interaction Ak � 130MHz. The 13C nuclei are in-turn dipolar
coupled with one another, with the secular Hamiltonian

Hnn ¼
P

j<kd
CC
jk 3Iz0jIz0k � I

!
j � I
!

k

h i
; where the vector ẑ0 along Bpol

could, in general, differ from ẑ in Eq. (1). The dipolar strengths

dCC
jk ¼ l0

4p �hc
2
n3 cos2 hjk � 1

� �
1
r3
jk
� 1 kHz, and hjk ¼ cos�1 rjk �Bpol

rjkBpol

� �
is the

angle of the interspin vector rjk to the magnetic field. The median

coupling strength scales dCC
D E

� g1=2, where g is the lattice enrich-

ment level, easily controllable by CVD techniques [27]. Indeed, the
secular Hamiltonian Hnn is a good approximation since in our

hyperpolarization regime, the Larmor frequency xL > dCC
D E

. The
13C nuclei can maintain relatively long coherence [18,28] and life-
times [13,14] even when highly enriched. Enrichment aides in
hyperpolarization relay since it leads to accelerated spin diffusion
rates. Considering a simple dipolar model, the diffusion constant

D � rnh i2
30T2n

[29], where the inter-nuclear spacing scales rnh i � g�1=6,

and taking only dipolar contributions to the linewidth

T2n � dCC
D E�1

; hence D � g1=6, leading to further spin diffusion

away from each NV center. Assuming an NV concentration of
1 ppm, the average inter-NV distance is rNVh i �12 nm [14,30,31];
the estimated spin diffusion lengths r ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2DT1

p
exceed rNVh i past

g � 10%, indicating that the 13C polarization can be relatively well
homogenized in the lattice.

The diamond lattice also consists of P1 centers, substitutional
nitrogen impurities that are spin-1/2 electronic spins, but which
are not optically polarizable [8]. In typical diamond crystals, P1
centers are far more numerous in the lattice compared to the NV
centers, due to finite P1! NV conversion efficiency (typically
10%). P1 centers contribute to NV and 13C decoherence and relax-
ation, especially in high density samples where the NV center con-
centration is > 10ppm. The large frequency separation between
these individual reservoirs, however, keeps these processes to indi-
rect (second-order) ones [14]. In certain situations, the P1 centers
can serve to accelerate 13C polarization spin diffusion via four-
body 13C� P1� P1� 13C flip-flops, due to their ‘‘reach” over longer
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distances in the lattice compared to direct 13C interactions [32].
Simultaneously, the P1 centers can cause P1� 13C� P1 three-
body flip-flop processes that can contribute to 13C T1. This is, in
fact, the dominant mechanism for 13C relaxation at low fields
[14]. Both these effects are operational simultaneously and are,
in general, hard to decouple.
3. Hyperpolarization protocol

We focus first on the microwave (MW) mediated DNP protocol
detailed in Fig. 1A. It proceeds through direct NV-13C hyperfine
interactions, and provides a key operational advantage in being
independent to the lattice orientation. It entails the use of contin-
uous laser excitation and simultaneous chirped MW irradiation the
former polarizes the NV centers, while the latter sets up coherent
NV-13C polarization transfer. Compared to solid-effect DNP, this
mechanism presents two key differences: (i) There is hyperpolar-
ization under continuous irradiation at a fixed MW frequency. (ii)
The hyperpolarization sign is the same for all parts of the spectrum,
which is dependent only on the direction of the MW sweep. DNP
polarization transfer efficiency is highest when conducted at low
magnetic field, Bpol < 50mT, due to the high efficiency of the NV
optical pumping, as well as the relatively benign broadening of
the NV ESR spectra. At fields approaching zero field (Bpol < 1mT),
however, lattice polarization buildup is restricted due to low 13C
T1n, inspite of optical pumping being highly efficient [14].

Fig. 1B shows typical hyperpolarization results, where we eval-
uate the generated polarization levels by shuttling the sample to a
7T detection field. Fig. 1C shows representative diamond samples
that can be hyperpolarized, spanning length scales from nanopar-
ticles to single-crystals. DNP levels are typically higher in larger
particles [33–35]; nanodiamonds have larger sample damage on
account of sample crushing and during electron irradiation. Recent
work has indicated that these deleterious factors can be mitigated
to an extent employing rapid thermal annealing (RTA) at very high
temperatures [35]. RTA at 1720�C for 10 min, for instance, allowed
order of magnitude gains in hyperpolarization levels in microparti-
cles compared to standard annealing at 850�C. ESR studies revealed
that this was due to a decrease in lattice paramagnetic impurities
upon RTA, leading to an increase in NV T1e and T2e, as well as 13C
T1n.

Technical requirements for 13C hyperpolarization via Fig. 1A are
modest [23]. We estimate, for example, an optical and MW power
of 1lW and 1nW respectively for the polarization of a single 1lm
particle. Moreover, the MW sweep rates are slow, typically
(xr < 1kHz) determined by the NV center T1e at the low illumina-
tion rates. DNP can be accomplished even under large Bpol field
inhomogeneities. These features portend development of inexpen-
sive and portable benchtop devices for the rapid generation of 13C
polarization in diamonds [23].
4. Landau–Zener polarization transfer

Mechanistically, polarization transfer arises from setting up
Landau–Zener (LZ) anticrossings in the rotating frame of the
chirped microwave (MWs). We present here a toy-model that
uncovers this physics, considering simple cases of an NV center
coupled to one and two 13C nuclei respectively (see Fig. 2). We con-
sider direct NV! 13C hyperpolarization processes, neglecting the
effect of internuclear coupling and hence spin diffusion. The origin
of hyperpolarization can be traced to bias resulting from differen-
tial traversals of the LZ system conditioned on the starting nuclear
spin state. Due to optical pumping, we start with the nuclear spins
unpolarized, but restricted to the ms ¼ 0 manifold; i.e. with equal
populations in 0; "j i; 0; #j if g states. As we elucidate below, traver-
3

sals through the LZ system in Fig. 2 occur in a manner that the
nuclear populations follow:

Pþ #j ið Þ � P� #j ið Þ þ eP� "j ið Þ; Pþ "j i � 1� eð ÞP� "j ið Þð ð3Þ

where P� �ð Þ and Pþ �ð Þ refer to nuclear populations before and after
the LZ crossing. Indeed, one of the nuclear states is unaffected,
while the other is flipped with a finite probability e. Successive
sweeps through the LZ system then set up a ‘‘ratchet” that builds
hyperpolarization in the #j i state. The factor e in Eq. (3) also charac-
terizes the DNP efficiency, typically e �0.1–5% [11]. In practical
terms, the number of such polarization transfer sweep events Ns

are determined by the microwave (MW) repetition ratexr to main-
tain sweep adiabaticity constraints, the NV repolarization rate, and
the overall nuclear T1n. In our experiments, Ns � xrT1n ¼ 104

traversals are typical.
To elaborate on the spin physics underlying Eq. (3), consider the

Hamiltonian of an NV-13C system, considering the general case of N
nuclear spins coupled to the NV center with hyperfine strength Aj.
Fig. 2 shows representative cases of N ¼ 1 and N ¼ 2 nuclei respec-
tively. We assume operation at low-field conditions Bpol < 100mT,
such that xL < jAjj (energy levels shown in inset of Fig. 2A). In
Fig. 2, we restrict ourselves to the ms ¼ 0;þ1f g NV manifold, and
assume for simplicity that the NV axis is aligned with Bpol. The
effective nuclear quantization is conditioned on the exact NV man-
ifold: (i) the ms ¼ 0 state is non-magnetic; hence the nuclear spins
are quantized here in Zeeman field Bpol with frequencyxL. There is
additionally a second order correction mediated by the hyperfine

term, leading to an effective nuclear frequency x 0ð Þ
j � xL þ

ceBpolAj;?
D

[36]. (ii) In the ms ¼ þ1 manifold, on the other hand, there is com-
bined action of the Zeeman field and the NV hyperfine coupling,

x 1ð Þ
j ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
xL þ Aj;k
� �2 þ A2

j;?

q
. Indeed, the effective quantization axis

ẑ0j in this case need not be coincident with Bpol; in general,
ẑ0j ¼ ẑ cos/j þ x̂ sin/j, and the angle /j ¼ tan�1 Aj;?= xL þ Aj;k

� �� �
.

In our operational low-field regime, the frequency x 1ð Þ
j > x 0ð Þ

j . Let
us assume linear MW chirps applied to the system with electron
Rabi frequency Xe, and a sweep repetition rate xr . In this case,
the instantaneous MW frequency xMW tð Þ ¼ Bxrt þxs, where B
is the sweep bandwidth, and the starting frequency,
xs ¼ Dþ ceBpol

� �
� B=2. The system Hamiltonian in the rotating

frame is then,

H ¼ D�xMWð ÞS2z þ ceBpolSz þXeSx

þ
XN
j¼1

x 0ð Þ
j P0Izj þx 1ð Þ

j P1Iz0j
h i

ð4Þ

where in the electron basis of ms ¼ 0;þ1f g manifolds,

P0 ¼ 1 0
0 0

	 

	 1N ; P1 ¼ 0 0

0 1

	 

	 1N , are respective projection

operators, and without loss of generality,
Iz0j ¼ Izj cosð/jÞ þ Ixj sinð/jÞ. We separate H ¼ Hsec þHnon�sec into its
secular and non-secular parts with respect to ẑ. The inset in
Fig. 2A shows the corresponding secular energy levels. The off-
diagonal terms stem from Aj;?;Xe

� �
contributions. As a function

of frequency offset dxMW ¼ Dþ ceBpol �xMW
� �

, this gives rise to
the anti-crossing diagram as indicated by the solid lines in
Fig. 2A; we label the levels on either side by their secular eigen-
states. To physically interpret the LACs and the resulting energy
gaps, let us first consider the situation with A? ¼ 0 (dashed lines
in Fig. 2A). There is then a single LAC, between levels
0; #j i $ þ1; #j i, corresponding to an electron flip, similar to the sit-
uation encountered under an NV rapid adiabatic passage; the
energy gap is therefore g1 ¼ Xe.



Fig. 2. DNP mechanism. (A)Landau–Zener anticrossings in the rotating frame with assumed Rabi frequency Xe , and A? ¼ Ak . We assume applied low-to-high frequency
sweeps, starting with an initial unpolarized nuclear state in the ms ¼ 0 manifold. Inset shows lab frame energy levels for an NV-13C system, restricted to the ms ¼ 0;þ1f g
manifolds. We assume to work at low-fields wherein nuclear Larmor frequencyxL < Ak . Dashed lines indicate the crossings assuming A? ¼ 0. The two LZ energy gaps g1; g2f g
conditioning the nuclear spin states #j i and "j i, are large and small respectively, leading to adiabatic and diabatic transitions upon traversals through the LAC system (blue and
red lines). This leads to population bias in the lower branch (balls show populations) and 13C hyperpolarization in nuclear state #j i upon NV repolarization. (B) System with two
13C nuclei coupled to an NV center. In this toy model, we assume effective nuclear frequencies for the two nuclei x 0;1ð Þ

j in the ms ¼ 0;1f g manifold such that
x 0ð Þ

j ¼ 2jp ;x 1ð Þ
j ¼ 5jp , where p ¼ 1:1. There are multiple LZ anticrossings, and a hierarchy of energy gaps (g1 � g4) are successively traversed upon a low-to-high frequency

sweep. Time evolution starting with an nuclear unpolarized state leads to system bias and hyperpolarization in the lower two energy levels (inset).
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Now considering the situation with finite A? results in two
energy gaps, as indicated in Fig. 2A. The gap g2 arises from a dou-
ble electron-nuclear spin flip 0; "j i $ þ1; #j i, and is hence smaller.
Traversing the LAC system is hence nuclear state selective: at an
appropriately chosen MW chirp rate _x ¼ Bxr , such that
_xg�2

1 
 1 and _xg�2
2 J1, one can arrange to be adiabatic with

respect to g1, but diabatic with respect to g2. Starting with equal
populations in the two nuclear states therefore leads to the pop-
ulation bifurcating on the nuclear spin starting from state 0; "j i.
This is shown schematically by the balls in Fig. 2A that represent
the corresponding nuclear populations. The transition probability
following Eq. (3) is then, e � exp �g2

2= _x
� �

. This differential traver-
sal sets up bias in the system that ultimately drives the ratchet-
like NV-13C hyperpolarization transfer. Upon optical NV repolar-
ization, the states þ1; #j i ! 0; #j i are polarized to ms ¼ 0 mani-
fold, leading to nuclear polarization buildup in state #j i.
Another consequence is that the bias is MW sweep-direction
dependent; sweeping the MWs from high-to-low frequency in
Fig. 2A inverts the sequence of energy gaps encountered during
the sweep, and causes hyperpolarization in the opposite nuclear
spin state ( "j i). Polarization is ultimately determined as an inter-
play of the polarization transfer efficiency per MW-sweep event,
and the total number of sweeps that can be carried out per sec-
ond. Intuitively, polarization can be transferred more rapidly if
the ratchet is operated faster (higher _x), but this comes at the
cost of lower efficiency per sweep since the hierarchy
g2
2K _x
 g2

1 is then affected. We have previously experimentally
measured a polarization transfer efficiency of �10% for an
enriched 13C sample [11].

Even this simplistic picture suggests that for obtaining the spin-
ratchet as in Eq. (3), both the MW repetition ratesxr as well as the
laser power have to be sufficiently low: the former due to require-
ments of adiabaticity in the sweeps through the anti-crossing
region, and the latter so that the NV repolarization is sufficiently
slow so as not to break coherence during the LZ traversal. Indeed,
we find experimentally that at the laser power levels we typically
employ in these experiments, the NV repolarization rate is approx-
4

imately T1eð Þ�1. The latter also bottlenecks the polarization
buildup; in practical scenarios we also have xr � T1eð Þ�1 [23].

Fig. 2B elucidates a similar situation of an NV center coupled to
two 13C nuclei and ignore their internuclear dipolar coupling. For
simplicity, we assume a toy-model to illustrate the physics, choos-

ing nuclear frequencies x 0ð Þ
j ¼ 2jp and x 1ð Þ

j ¼ 5jp in the ms ¼ 0;1f g
manifolds, where p ¼ 1:1. We further assume that Aj;? ¼ Aj;k, or in
effect, /j ¼ p=4. The levels in the inset of Fig. 2B are once again
labeled by secular eigenstates. Considering the LZ crossings in
Fig. 2B, a series of energy gaps is again evident (g1 � g4); traversal
through the LZ system leads to successive encounters through a
different number of LACs conditional on the starting nuclear state.
The energy gaps themselves are mirror-symmetric with respect to
the center of the LZ diagram, and have a hierarchy related to the
total number of spin-flips involved (see Fig. 2B). Importantly,
higher levels in the diagram, corresponding to the anti-polarized
nuclear manifold, undergo a larger number of population bifurca-
tions through the LAC system compared to the lower manifold.
There is hence an overall bias in the system tending to the right
and bottom in the LZ system in Fig. 2B, indicated by the arrows,
ultimately leading to hyperpolarization buildup in nuclear state
##j i (balls in Fig. 2B). The inset in Fig. 2B indicates the final net pop-
ulations in each of the levels (labeled 1–8 in Fig. 2B) assuming one
starts from a purely mixed state on the nuclear spins.

In some respects, the mechanisms in Fig. 2 share similarities
with integrated solid effect (ISE) employed in the context of DNP
in photoexcited triplet systems [37–39]. However, we comment
on some key points of difference. (i) ISE is typically performed at
elevated magnetic fields Bpol >0.5T, wherein the nuclear Larmor
frequency xL exceeds the average hyperfine coupling xL � jAj. In
contrast, the above DNP mechanism operates at low-field where
this hierarchy is inverted. (ii) With respect to the rotating frame
LACs, the hierarchy of energy gaps (Fig. 2A,B) naturally result in
adiabatic or diabatic traversals conditioned on the starting nuclear
states. Hyperpolarization arises because these hierarchical gaps are
encountered in a particular sequence, as opposed to ISE.



Fig. 3. Orientation independence of 13C hyperpolarization revealed via DNP-maps of the NV ESR spectrum. (A) Model of the orientationally broadened NV ESR spectrum in
the ms ¼ �1 manifold (green line) at Bpol ¼ 38 mT. The vertical bars display the frequency position of NV center orientations (Inset (i)) at Dh ¼ 5� intervals; colors represent h
values. The ms ¼ þ1 manifold is narrower and with a greater concentration of levels per frequency bandwidth compared to the ms ¼ �1 manifold. Inset (ii): Zoom into the
ms ¼ þ1 manifold, shows the concentration of NV ESR spectral lines corresponding to a Dh � 30� orientational cone. Efficient DNP can hence be excited just via MW sweeps
over the narrow Df �50 MHz region (shaded). (B) DNP mediated mapping of NV ESR spectrum. We consider positive MW sweeps in the ms ¼ þ1 manifold at �37.1mT carried
out over narrow Df ¼ 12:5 MHz windows, whose center frequency is varied. The 13C NMR signal then faithfully reflects the underlying NV density of states and corresponding
ESR spectrum (fits are solid lines to the model in A). Blue line and points are for a similar experiment on a single-crystal (with NV axes at h ¼ 54:7� to Bpol). (C) Spectral
derivative calculated from the ESR spectra, showing that hyperpolarization intensities do not change much with orientation except for two frequency windows at the extrema
of the spectrum. (D) Positive and negative MW sweeps lead to a sign inversion of the DNP signal from every part of the NV ESR spectrum. (E) DNP under changing field. With
increasing field (legend), the hyperpolarization mapped ESR spectra widen and have their centroid move to high frequency as predicted. Dashed lines denote corresponding
0� and 90� orientations. (F) In a complementary experiment, here the MW sweep is fixed in a Df ¼ 12:5 MHz bandwidth about f ¼ 3:916 GHz (shaded region in E), and the
magnetic field is varied. The 13C DNP profiles once again reflect the NV center density of states as modeled in (A).
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5. Orientational independence

This microwave (MW) protocol is agnostic to the exact orienta-
tion of the diamond particle with respect to Bpol. The green line in
5

Fig. 3A describes the simulated NV ESR spectrum in the ms ¼ �1
manifold for randomly oriented powder including all orientations
of h 2 0;p=2½ � (Fig. 3A(i)) at Bpol ¼ 38 mT. Vertical bars in Fig. 3A
denote the positions of ESR transitions corresponding to h values
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spaced apart by 5� (colors). The heights of the bars denote the
respective transition intensities T h;Bpol

� �
, calculated by diagonal-

izing the Hamiltonian HNV in Eq. (1). To a good approximation, it
is sufficient to consider the Hamiltonian of the NV center alone,
ignoring the 13C nuclei. Instead, they are just assumed to con-
tribute to the homogeneous ESR linewidth B for every orientation.
From the eigenvectors HNV vkj i ¼ Ek vkj i, we calculate the transition
intensities [23] as T h;Bpol

� �
�

P
k<‘

P
mj vk j Sm j v ‘h ij2 vk j q j vkh i½

� v‘ j q j v ‘h i�, where S are spin-1 Pauli matrices, and m 2 x; y; zf g.
The first factor quantifies the transition probability, and the second
factor describes the population difference between the eigenstates,
with q ¼ 1� S2z=3. To construct the inhomogenously broadened
spectrum (green line) in Fig. 3A, we assume the individual T hð Þ
spectra have a Gaussian width B � 10G. The extremities of the
spectra at low fields are easy to identify, and correspond to the
aligned h ¼ 0�ð ), and perpendicular orientations (h ¼ 90�) respec-
tively with respect to Bpol. The frequency locations occur in the

ms ¼ 1 manifolds at f1
0 ¼ D ceBpol for aligned orientations,

and at f1
90 ¼ 1

2 Dþ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
D2 þ 2ceBpol

� �2q �
and

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
D2 þ 2ceBpol

� �2q �
for

the perpendicular orientations.
Two comments are in order: (i) The ms ¼ �1 branch encloses a

broad inhomogeneous linewidth, >1 GHz, even at moderate fields
Bpol > 20mT. The components corresponding to different orienta-
tions are approximately uniformly spaced apart, evident in the bars
in Fig. 3A (see also Fig. 3C). In the narrowerms ¼ þ1 branch, on the
other hand, there is a nonlinear bunching of frequencies corre-
sponding to different h orientations. This is represented in the
zoomed in inset in Fig. 3A(ii). A large cone of orientations
(Dh ¼ 30�) occupy the narrow B �50 MHz bandwidth at the edge
of the spectrum. (ii) The high concentration of electronic density
of states makes the ms ¼ þ1 branch particularly attractive for opti-
mizing hyperpolarization levels. Since every particle has NV cen-
ters with four different orientations, with a high probability
every crystallite has at least one NV center in the Df cone, allowing
efficient 13C hyperpolarization of the powder with just narrow
bandwidth MW sweeps.

While simplifying approximations have gone into the evalua-
tion of Fig. 3A, they are borne out by experiments. In Fig. 3B, we
carry out DNP using swept MWs in a small frequency window
(here Df ¼ 10 MHz), whose center is moved acrossms ¼ þ1 branch
in Fig. 3A. We plot the obtained 13C NMR hyperpolarization inten-
sities (points in Fig. 3B); as is evident, they faithfully track the
underlying ESR spectrum (solid line). We fit the ESR spectrum here
with a single free parameter (Bpol ¼ 37:2 mT). For comparison, we
carry out similar experiments on a single-crystal sample (blue line
in Fig. 3B) with the magnetic field Bpol aligned along the [100] axis,
i.e. with h ¼ 54�. In this symmetry orientation, the four NV center
families have overlapping frequency positions, resulting in a
homogeneous Gaussian ESR spectrum, dominated by strain and
hyperfine couplings of 13C nuclei. Fig. 3B therefore visually eluci-
dates the NV ESR spectral differences in a single-crystal and
powder.

The solid lines in Fig. 3C describe the spectral derivative, show-
ing that even in a powder, the hyperpolarization signal (and hence
electronic density of states) remains approximately constant
except for at the edges of the spectrum. Fig. 3D shows the experi-
mental ESR maps in the ms ¼ þ1 manifold taken at two different
magnetic fields (37.1mT, 30.4mT), demonstrating that the spec-
trum widens and its centroid moves as expected. Dashed lines
indicate the 0� and 90� orientations for clarity. Fig. 3E considers a
complementary experiment, wherein the MW sweeps are fixed
in a small 12.5 MHz window at the end of the spectrum, and the
magnetic field is scanned. Once again, the hyperpolarization signal
6

closely reflects the underlying ESR spectrum; the dashed line is a
fit to the prediction from Fig. 3A.

Finally, in Fig. 3F we consider the effect of the MW sweep direc-
tion to the DNP signal (see Fig. 2). A similar experiment to Fig. 3B is
performed with Df ¼ 10 MHz windows but now with MWs with
low-to-high (red) and high-to-low (blue) sweep directions. As evi-
dent, the hyperpolarization sign only depends on the direction of
the MW sweep, but is identical for all parts of the ESR spectrum.
The latter exemplifies consequences of the mechanistic difference
with respect to more traditional (high-field) DNP techniques.
6. ‘‘Hole burning DNP spectroscopy

While the hyperpolarization levels reflect the cumulative
underlying ESR spectrum being swept over (Fig. 3), obtaining high
resolution DNP-ESR spectra by reducing the sweep window to the
limit Df ! 0 is not straightforward. (i) There is firstly a loss of sig-
nal intensity because only a narrow part of the electronic density of
states is being swept over. (ii) Moreover, the LZ DNP mechanism
laid out in Fig. 2 becomes ineffective when Df ! 0 since the condi-
tions for adiabatic traversals assume that the microwave (MW)
sweeps occur from far off-resonance limits on either side of the
LAC system. (iii) The ratchet-like mechanism in Fig. 2 assumes that
NV repolarization under laser excitation occurs far away from the
LAC regions; this too is a poor approximation as Df ! 0. (iv)
Finally, MW frequency chirps in a small range are often sensitive
to phase noise artifacts that broaden the effective chirp window,
ultimately limiting frequency resolution attainable. This is espe-
cially true for Df<100 kHz windows and when the MW chirps
are created with voltage controlled oscillator (VCO) sources, like
the ones we employ for experiments in Fig. 3.

To address these challenges in the Df ! 0 limit, we construct a
new ‘‘hole burning” DNP strategy as in Fig. 4, employing dual-MW
excitation on the NVs. Consider, for simplicity, an inhomoge-
neously broadened NV center ESR spectrum with linewidth B typ-
ical for that arising from random orientations. Fig. 4A-B
schematically lays out the approach; MWs are produced from
two sources: (i) a wide bandwidth MW chirp across the NV ESR
spectrum with a fixed sweep bandwidth Df chirp P B, and (ii) a nar-
row single frequency MW tone of f ac , which is scanned across the
spectrum. As Fig. 4B indicates, the single tone MW excites the res-
onant NV electrons, and saturates their populations in the
ms ¼ 0;þ1f g levels. As a result, polarization transfer previously
driven by Df chirp is hindered selectivity for these NV electrons. As
the tone f ac (blue line in Fig. 4B) can now be swept over in fre-
quency space, one obtains an indirectly mapped ESR spectrum
(with negative contrast), but with higher resolution and contrast
than possible via narrow bandwidth MW sweeps alone. The signal
contrast obtained is proportional to the f ac MW tone power as well
as the underlying ESR transition intensity.

Fig. 4C-D demonstrates proof-of-concept experiments on a
misorientated single-crystal diamond sample, which we choose
because the sharp (narrow) ESR spectra make a demonstration of
the effect easier. Indeed, scanning the f ac frequency reveals the
high resolution ‘‘hole-burned” ESR spectra showing the four NV
center families. The contrast obtained with alternate MW sweep
directions is opposite with respect to employing the MW sweeps
alone as in Fig. 3B. We note that these experiments are performed
with a low-cost VCO source to produce the swept MWs Df chirp; it
has an intrinsically high phase noise (�-70dBc/Hz). Yet, the hole-
burnt spectra reveals the two underlying NV center families, here
at a higher resolution than possible via swept MWs alone. More
details of the ultimate spectral resolutions experimentally obtain-
able through this approach, and with accompanying high-



Fig. 4. ‘‘Hole burning” DNP experiments to unravel homogeneously broadened NV center spectra. (A) Protocol consists of MW chirps applied over a wide (fixed) bandwidth
Df (orange) and a single MW tone at frequency f ac (blue). (B) Principle: Consider an NV ESR spectrum (red), and applied MW chirp over the wide bandwidth (orange). Now, for
the NV centers resonant with the tone f ac (blue), there is a saturation of the NV population, and hence loss of 13C hyperpolarization transferred via the swept MWs. Upon
varying tone frequency f ac , this manifests as a ”hole” in the obtained DNP spectrum at NV center resonance, therefore unraveling with high contrast the NV ESR spectrum. (C)
hole-burned DNP carried out on a single crystal sample with varying f ac reveals the four underlying NV center orientations (dashed lines) constituting an originally broad DNP
profile. (D) Zoom in to the two NV families on the left (shaded in C) via hole-burning DNP, with chirped MWs applied with low-to-high or high-to-low frequency. Hole burned
spectra manifest with opposite sign than those in Fig. 3.
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resolution ESR spectra will be presented in a forthcoming
manuscript.

7. Discussion

DNPmethodologies with NV centers in diamond naturally oper-
ate at low magnetic fields and room temperature, a regime inac-
cessible in traditional DNP approaches. There is an inversion in
the hierarchy in the Hamiltonians; hyperfine couplings between
the electron and nuclear spins, typically a perturbation respect to
the nuclear Larmor frequency at high-field, can now be sizably
large in comparison, xL < jAj. These features allow interesting
means to set up electron-nuclear LACs in either the laboratory
frame or the rotating frame to drive the DNP process; polarization
transfer proceeds either directly as an electron-nuclear process
from the optically polarizable electrons, or as a many electron-
nuclear process involving additional (unpolarized) paramagnetic
spins. In addition to these interesting new mechanistic features,
we note more broadly that optical DNP methods offer fundamental
technological advantages [23]. This includes (i) room temperature
operation without the requirement for cryogenics, (ii) optical
replenishability, and (iii) possibilities for compact hyperpolarizer
devices owed to the convenience of laser-based optical excitation
and 2-4 GHz (S-band) MW irradiation at low-fields.

Finally, optical DNP in nanoparticle media allow opportunities
for the deployment of hyperpolarization sources into materials of
interest. indeed, the nanodiamonds can be physically transported,
and excited remotely through a laser. Transferring the polarization
to analytes outside diamond is an exciting thrust area, but still
fraught with challenges primarily associated with creating pristine
diamond surfaces free of paramagnetics such that surface 13C T1n

times remain high. That said, 13C hyperpolarization in the diamond
itself can open interesting new avenues in quantum sensing and
imaging [40–42], wherein nanodiamonds can be imaged through
7

dual-modes of optics and MRI simultaneously with advantages of
background suppression and relative immunity to optical
scattering.
8. Conclusion

In this manuscript, we have reviewed special features of
dynamic nuclear polarization via optically pumped NV centers in
diamond. The mechanism of electron-nuclear polarization transfer
is qualitatively different due to access to the novel hyperpolariza-
tion regimes at low-field and room temperature, wherein tradi-
tional (high-field) Hamiltonian hierarchies are inverted. The
generated hyperpolarization is diamond crystallite orientation
independent, and also indirectly reports on the underlying elec-
tronic spectrum, allowing new methodologies for DNP mediated
ESR spectroscopy. These mechanistic features give rise to exciting
new avenues for exploiting optical hyperpolarization, both funda-
mental as well as technological.
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